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To ̀ @ZZ whom ¿t may concern: . 
.Be it' known ̀that 1, RICHARD STEWART, 

a citizen of the United States, and a resident 
of Mount I’leasant,.in vthe county of West 

_certaín new and useful Improvements in Self 
I’ropelling Vehicles, of which"tl1e following is 

refers to mechanism for 
and regulating the movements of 
;A and it consists especially in a 

novel construction of' gearing by which the 
motion of` the vehicl'e‘can be reversed and its 
speed regulated, and in mechanism attached` 
thereto for operating and controlling vthe 
same. i ` ` _ V 

In the accou pan'ying drawings, illustratingA 
niyinvention, Figure 1- is aplan view of the 
bottom of the vehicle, showing the control~ 
ling mechanism' in position. Fig. 2'is- a sideV 
view of the vehicle. Fig. 3 is a side elevation, 
partly in section, ofthe impr ved gearing. - 
Fig. 4 -is ‘an end elevation of paßt of the gear-` 
Mgg-lookingl from the front of the vehicle.` 
Fig. 5 is a side elevation of the same,4 and 
Fig. 6 is a detail. ' Y 

The vehicle on which my improvement »is 

M y improvement 
controlling 

power. In the construction shownv ̀ in the 
drawings the motive power is a‘naphtha-en` 
gine contained in the ïbox A attached to the 
bottom of the vehicle.V This engine engages v 

a shaft> d extending length- ' 
wise of the vehicle and supported under the 
latter by the bearings of a'. On'this shaft _near 

on its face opposite the engine three sets- or. 
series of cogs orteeth Z1', b2, and b3, as shown 

of engagement‘with the engine by means of _a 
>frictio'n-clutch. ' (Shown lat a2.) `Extending 
across the shaft is a rod c, Fig. l, pivoted at one 
end to the post d on the bottom. of the vehicle.- ̀ 
This rod is fastened by the pin c' to a hub 

so that as the'rod 
is swung back and forth ii' will operate the 

of engagement. ’l‘he free end of the rod ois 

underneath thebottoln of the vehicle and is 
connectedy at itsother 'end to‘ one army of ‘the 

of the rod c, which passes r 

bell-crank e’, Fig. secured beneath' the front 

serai No. 537,748. on man» 

end 'of the vehicle. The other arm of the bell-fV 
crank is connected to avertical rod ¿which 
passes up through the floor of the vehicle vin 
front of the driver’s seat in position to be' 
reached by his foot, and by which the rodsve 

and out of engagement with the engine. The 
gear-'wheel b engages with and communicates 
itsmotion to the gear~wheel f or g mounted ̀ 
on-the shaft h at right angles to the wheel lg. 
This shaft .h extends across the bottom.v of the 
vehicle beyond the sides of the latter, and ter-4 
minates in small cog-wheels, (not shown in 
the drawingsL) which gear into gears 'zo on the 
rear wheels W of the vehicle. The revolution 
of the wheel b on the 

moved andthe shaft al brought into ` 

shaft u, is thus commu- . 
nicated through the wheel f org and the shaft ' 
h" to the wheels of the vehicle, and propels. the 
latterg; and, as will be understood from Fig. 1, 
if the wheelf on the l one side of the wheel _b is 
engaged ‘with the latter, the shaft h is re 
`volved in one direction and the wheels W are . 
caused to turn so; as to propel _the vehicle for`- . 
ward, and if the wheel g on the other side of 
the .wheel b engages with the latter the shaft 
Vh is revolved in the opposite direction and` 
.the wheels XV made to turn so‘as to propel the 
wheels' backward.' 

g is made to engage with the wheel i). ` p 
wheels j' and "g are mounted ’on the shaft hin 
such positions ‘that only one of them can en# 
„gage with the wheel b at one time, and thus 
if. thewheel fis in engagement with the 'wheel 
b 'the wheel ‘g will be out of engagement, and 
vice versa. ~ ' ' ` ` , . 

As 'stated‘above,’ and as shown in Fig. 6, 
the cogwheel b has three'sets ìçrgser‘ies of 
teeth on> its face which ’ 
cogs o_n either of the wheels 

The 

The vehicle is thus moved » 
forward or backward as either the wheel f or4 

. . .96 
mayengage with the . 

f or"`g._V \ As will ' 

be evident, if the outer teethj‘b’ next tothe rim of the wheel b engage with` either ofv the  ' 

wheelsfor g the latter wheels will be revolved 95. at the same speed as the wheel 1),'or'at lthe » 
greatest speed attainable, while if the wheel 
for g ismade to engage with the inner set‘of' ' 
teethbs‘next to the hub'of the wheel l) the 
revolution of the wheel f or 
less than that of the wheel 
speed will be obtained, and 
with the teeth?)2 n will prod noe ̀an intermediate 
'rate of speed. The _vehicle can thusr be Pi'of 

.g1-will be muchn 
, and a slower.'A 

the engagement 
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' pelled at varying rates ot' speed by bringing 
the different sets of teeth onthe wheel b in' 
engagement with, the _wheels f or g. 
The wheels fand _r/ are brought into en gage 

ment with either of the series of teeth on the 
wheel b'by sliding the shaft hon which they ' 

ì are mounted back and forth in its 'bearings h’. 

If) 

is 
‘of the vehicle. 

.Then mechanism for moving, the shaft and 
the wheels secured on it so the latter will en.-` 
~gage with the wheel b,r and thus for starting 
'the’vehicle in either direction o_r varying its 
speed, is as follows: Extending across the 
shaft h,.outside of the wheels f and,v g, are 
¿rods i and j, one end' of which is pivoted to 
the posts L" andj', respectively, on the bottom 

“There these rods cross _the 
¿shaft they are bifurcated so as to pass around 
the latter, and are there connected with a col’-l 
lar. on the shaft by the pins '£2 and j?, so that 
the'm‘ovement of the lrods in either direction 
causes a corresponding movement of.. the 
shaft. " VThe free ends of -the rods í and .7 are 
.pivot‘edvto ythe cross-rod 7;, which thus con 
Ínects _the 4rods with each other and causes 
them--to-movetogether. The rod k 'is con 
'.nected to'one arm of the bell-'crank I, secured 
.to the bottom ofthe vehicle, the other arm of 
which is pivoted-to the rod m, which passes 

¿ .under the bottom of the vehicle, toward the 
'39‘ _ 

I ¿lower end-of the lever n. » 
‘ _stood from Fig. l, _as the lbell-crank is turned ‘ 
bythe rod 'm- the rod laconnected with it isl _ 

l j 4moved back or forth across the vehicle and' 
3S' 

_front o'f-the latter,l where it is secured to the 

swings the free ends of the rods i andj in the 
"- same direction, thus sliding the shaft h in'its 

 of the sets of teeth on the wheel I», and thus 

bearings and bringing the wheel f or g int-o 
.engagement with either of the sets of teeth on 
the wheel b. Therefore by moving the lever 
n, which is conveniently placed for the hand" 
of the driver or operator, either of the wheels 
f or‘ïg. is brought into engagement with leither 

_theîvehicle moved forward or backward and 
Aat any speeddesircd. » ~ . 

“Then the wheels f o_r y are brought into 
>engagg’ement with the wheel Zi', and particu 
larly if the latter' wheel is revolving, there in 
danger lthat they ends of- the cogs of the ree 
spective wheels will strike each other and be 
damaged. ~ 

moved back, away from the wheels'f and .g at 
the moment thelattcr are brought into posi. 
tion for engagement, vand afterward moved 
forward to itsformer position.' This backi 
and-forth níoveme'nt' ofthe >wheel b, which is 
.only momentary while the wheels fand- 'g are 
movingl, is produced by the rod 1o, pivoted at 
one enr 

latter, andjconneeted by the pinoßto a'eol 
l lar on the hnb’fb’ ofJt-'he wheel vb‘bnclr of " the 

o. Ul ' 

latter; This rod o‘extcnds across 4the bottom 
of the vehicle and ymeets the rod mi. ' The 
latterwrod, where it is’ met .by the rod o, is 
serrated or providedwith as’eries of teeth m', 
between which the redo rests and isheld. O‘n 
or near the end? of the 'rod ois a beveled pro 

As will beÍu'nder» 

To obviate this flic wheel .b is. 

to the post of', seas to swing on the' 

‘ sse-sie . 

jecti'ng piece 1.1, having sides inclined in bothY 
directions, as shown in Fig. 5, and projecting 
up toward the 'bottom of the vehicle. On ̀the 
latter, and extending downward in line with 

p’having the sides next'to the piece j; inclined , 
so as'to engage. with the latter. _ ` 
As will _b_e evident, when the’rod nl. is 1n ovcd 

in the directie; indicated bythe arrow in Fig. 

_the projection p,V are two projecting pieces p' ~ 

75 

1 _the end of the rod o, held between the teeth ` 
’ m', is moved with 'the latter and swung around 
on the post o', thus sliding the _hub b.’ con 
nected with it and moving the wheel b back 
from the wheels fand g; but as the end of 
the rod o moves with the rod nt the beveled 
projection p on the former strikes the incline~~ 
of the fixed projection p', and sliding along 
the latter is forced downward together with 
the rod o, and thus brings lthe latter rod out 
of engagement with the teeth m’ and forces 
it from its connection with the ̀ rod 1n. 

by the-spring q andv vslides the wheel b to its 

Asvr 
soon as it is thus freed, the rod ois swung back` 

.85 

former position so the wheel will engage with ’ 
the wheels for g, and is itself‘sprnng back 
into. the next notch on the rod m, between the 
teeth ym'. The _position of the íixed projec 
tion p’is such that the, extent of 'the move 
ment of the rod o, before the projeet-ion‘p  
strikes the projection 1J' and the rod ojis dis. - 
connected from- the rod m, is just enough to 
move the wheel b back suñ‘icientto clear the 
>.wheels f and g. The movement of the redo 
is thusl 'very slight, and the> backward and 
forward motion of the wheel I1 almost instan 
-taneons 4As that part of the rod o where it is 
connected with the hub b' must always swing 
in the same direction to move the vwheel b 
back clear of the wheels f and g to cause this 
movement ofl this portion of the rod o when 
the rod m, and consequently theout'er end of ’ 
the'rod o, is moved _in the opposite direction, 
the rod o is jointed at r and providedwith a 
stop-_hinge r', as shown in Fig. 1, and between 
this joint or hinge nn'd the end of the rod is 
a stop-s, against which the rod rests. 
As will be understood'from Fig. »1, when the 

rod m is moved in a'directioii opposite to that 
indicated bythe _ai-row, and consequently the 
outer end ot the .rod o connected with it is 
moved in 'theîsame direction, the rod o is 
'brought vagainst the stop s and-this outer' 
portion turned von-the hinge or joint r, and, 
by reason of the stop or projection r' on the 
hinge, the inner portion of the rod connected 
with .the hub of the wheel b is swung back in 
the direction to slide the wheel b back from 
the wheels fand g'. A's the end‘of-‘thc‘rod o 
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moves, the projection p Vstrikes ̀ the projection - 
_p’ and disconnectsltherod o from the rod-m, 
when the rod lo is brought back to its former 
position by the Ispring q, asbeforedescri-bed. 
Hence, by means of » the> mechanism above 
described, whenever either o'f the wheels for 

` v] is broughtl into engagement with Vthe wheel 
.l1 to cause vthe vehiele'to move forward or 
backward the wheel b is' drawn hack as the 
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other wheels are moved, and thus any inter 
fering of the cogs lon the respectivefwheels 

. prevented. 

IO 
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` To allow'the wheels W' to revolve independ-~ 
ently of each other when the vehicle is turn 
ing or backing, I place on the ends of the shaft 
h suitably-constructed clutches t. ,By means 
of these clutches either Wheel can move inde 
pendently o_f the shaft and thus of each other, 
and the vehicle canv turn withoutaüecting the- ‘ 
gearing.. \ . \ 

_In place of the toothed gearing shown and 
` described a frictional gearing may be, em 
ployed if desired, constructed and operating 
in the manner set forth above. ' y 

> What I claim is 

`l. In a self-propelling vehicle, in combinerV 
tion, the gear-wheel b mounted on a sha-ft 
engaging with the motive power, gear~w`hee1s 
j and g mounted at right angles thereto on a 
shaft engaging with the wheels of the vehicle, 
mechanism whereby one of the wheels j' or g 
is brought into engagement with the wheel b, 
and other mechanism whereby the wheel b is 
Withdrawn back Vat 'the moment engagement 

l is made with it7 substantially as described. 
2. ' In a gearing for"se1fprop_e11ing vehicles, 

the combination with ythe gear-,wheel b, 
mounted on a shaft- ‘con‘nected Wit-h the mo 

tive power, and arranged to engage with the 
gear-wheels fand g; of-the ̀ jointed rodi o con~ 
nected _to the wheel b, andI provided at its free 
end with the projection p; and the rod 'm 
‘having‘the teeth m', whereby as the rod m is 
moved in either direction the rod o moves the 
'wheel back away from the wheels f and g at, 
the moment of contact. with the latter, sub 
stantially as described._ ' 

3. In a self-propelling vehicle, in combina 
- tion, the gear-'wheel tb _mounted on a shaft 
connected Vwith the motive power, lrod o con 
nected-to. the wheel‘b and adapted to move 
the Wheel back at the momentA engagement is 
made therewith, gear-wheels fand. g mounted 

~ lon thel shaft h atl right angles to the wheel b, 
rods 1- andj connected to the shaft h whereby 
the shaft is slid back and forth and the wheels 
f and g broughtV into engagement with the 
wheel b and mechanism for actuating _the rods 
o and @and j substantially as described. ‘ 

v Signed at N ew York, inthe county of New 
York and State of New York, this 22d day of 
December, A. D. 1894. 

 RICHARD F. STEWART. 
Witnesses:  _ ' 

M. WILSON, 
FRED S. KEMPER`~` 
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